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KICK STOP....

MUCK SCRAPER....

KICK STOPS FUNCTION
These devices are used primarily to prevent
kicking during milking, but can also be useful
during some veterinary procedures. The device
is hooked under the flank just in front of the
back leg, and the top end then is hooked
over the backbone. This seems to have some
psychological as well as physical effect in
stopping kicking.

Plain-Head 55cm Powder Coated
(nil handle)
repl’t blade

QRS button
for easy length
adjustment

Quality

complete
spares kit*

Improved

complete
spares kit*
spring only (9mm)
cap blue each
cap red each

204 069
204 070
204 071
204 074
209 954

$32.95
$19.95
$4.95 $3.95
$4.95 $3.95
$4.95 $3.95

Even very simple devices can be improved with
some intelligent design work. Our Improved kick
stop has different hook shapes to suit the back
bone and the flank - the backbone hook is longer,
and has a red cap to distinguish it. The lengthadjustment knobs are a large, easy-to-use 9mm
diameter, and are offset from centre so they are
not accidentally depressed by contact with the
shed breach rail. The end caps are of a new firmer
material which will not come off so easily. All heavy
duty galvanised steel. Maximum opening 70cm.
*Spares kit contains 1 of each blue and red caps,
plus 4 x replacement springs.

204 073
204 075

$34.95
$16.95 $14.95

This scraper is made from steel, powder-coated to
prevent rust. Plain head - does not swivel. Great
for use between cows' legs from pit. Width 55cm.
(Handle not supplied.)

$149.00
$39.95

For those who find a standard Kick Stop device
frustrating - hard to change size, going rusty etc.,
we now have the ultimate version. All stainless steel,
with nice to operate Quick Release System® buttons
for length adjustment even when the device is under
load. No more trying to push in the little dimple pins
with your thumb nail. This is a quality tool which
should last your lifetime. There is a red cap for the
longer back-bone hook, and a blue cap for the
bottom-end flank hook. Maximum opening 75cm.
*Spares Kit includes one of each red and blue caps,
plus two of the special QRS springs.

Curved 66cm Galvanised
(nil handle)
repl’t blade

215 412
217 299

$62.95
$24.95 $19.95

Another useful scraper for working from the pit
in a herringbone shed. Galvanised steel. Clamp
for handle attachment. (Handle not supplied.)
Replaceable rubber strip. Width 66cm.

PRICE
REDUCED
Swivel-Head 55cm Galvanised
(nil handle)
repl’t blade set

210 017
211 472

$99.00 $79.95
$24.95 $22.95

Here is a very handy scraper for pushing muck off
the milking platform in a herringbone dairy. Width
is 55cm overall. Construction is galvanised steel.
The interesting feature of this device is the swivel
connection to the handle, which allows the scraper
to be ‘steered’, between cows’ legs for example,
with minimal effort. Fitting for 32mm wood handle
(not supplied). Replacement rubber blade includes
bolts set.

Pre 2003 Spring Only
spring only 7mm

215 413
219 295
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204 065 $4.45

Pre 2003 Kick Stops used a smaller 7mm diameterhead spring. These devices will not accept later
9mm-head springs.
NB: Parts supplied here may not fit kick stopping
devices supplied from other manufactures.

Kow Kant Kick

204 072

$259.00

Tail Holder Clamp
206 361

complete

208 249

$7.95

Hard-wearing rubberised nozzle with adjustable
spray pattern. Suitable for most farm use. Complete
with quick coupling.

RECOMMENDED

$15.95

If you don’t like docking your cows, but those tails
still drive you potty, try this big galvanised steel
clamp. Either have a couple of roving ones tied on
stretch-cord, or equip each bale with a drop! Won’t
harm the cow. Save your temper! Clamp jaws are
14cm long with 14cm diameter ‘hole’.

Hose Nozzle Black Rubber

Hose Nozzle Metal-Body
complete

The dawn of latté

215 515

$11.95

A hose nozzle with aluminium-alloy body, for really
rough jobs. Adjustable spray pattern. Also with
quick-couple nipple. Use this one if you are having
trouble with breakages of plastic nozzles and hose
connectors.

Prices listed include GST, and include delivery on orders over $229.00 value, except all WA deliveries and
products marked Plus Freight. Prices and specifications can change without notice.
www.shoof.com.au
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Kow Kant Kick is the brand of this kick stopper
which has a long history in USA. We believe this
is the most humane as well as the most effective
device available for taming unruly cows during
milking. Fits any size animal, fitting over the back,
with tips into the flanks above the udder. Closing the
clamp depresses the muscles that control kicking.
Also useful during veterinary examinations, surgery,
etc. If this doesn’t work, you will just have to send
her down the road!

